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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the n x n determinant
D,(x) = 1x1-nACl,
where A = [uVlnxn with aU = 6i,j- i + hi_ ,,j, C = I - n-‘J, I is the n x n
identity matrix and J is the n x n matrix of all 1’s. This determinant arises
in the calculation of cumulants of a statistic analogous to Pearson’s chisquared for a multinomial
sample (Sibson [5]), and its value has been
conjectured by Good [2].
In this paper we use enumerative methods to prove Good’s conjecture.
The particular combinatorial
structures we use in the enumeration are
generalized ballot sequences, which correspond to random walks with two
reflecting barriers. The generating function for this set is determined in Section 2. In Section 3, this generating function is combined with the result
that II+ BI = 1 + trace(B) if rank(B) = 1, to give Good’s determinant. A
linear recurrence for D,(x) is also obtained.
It is worthwhile noting at the outset that the above determinant result is
closely related to the following form of the Sherman-Morrison
[4] “rank
one update” formula
(I+B))‘=I-(1

+traceB))‘B

if rank(B) = 1. As may be seen in Goulden and Jackson ([3, Chap. 4]),
matrices with rank equal to one arise naturally as incidence matrices in
sequence enumeration problems. The two above results are particularly
useful both in this context and in the evaluation of permanents by means of
the MacMahon master theorem.
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2. GENERALIZED

BALLOT

SEQUENCES

Let n be a fixed positive integer. A generalized ballot sequence from i to j
on m steps is a sequence (a,, a, ,..., a, + i ) in which 1 d uk < n for k = l,...,
m+l, lu,+i-u,l=l
fork= l,..., m, and m~O,u,=i,u,+,=j.
Let F,(z) be the ordinary generating function for generalized ballot
sequences from i to j with respect to the number of steps. The following
well-known results involve the denominator polynomials Qk, k 2 0 for the
continued fraction l/l - z2/1 - z*/l - . . ., and proofs of (1) and (2) can be
found in Flajolet [ 1] and Goulden and Jackson [3].
PROPOSITION

with Q,,=Q,=l,

2.1. Zf { &(z)) k 3 0} satisfies Qk = Qkp 1
then

J’,,(z) =Fn,(z) = Qn- I/Q,>
(2) P,,(z)=F,,(z)=z”-l/Q,,
(3) Qk= (ak+’ -/?k+‘)/(a-/?),

k 3 2,

-z2Qkp2,

(1)

where a, /I=(1

+‘m)/2,

k>O.

Proof
(3) { Qk 1k B 0} satisfy a second-order linear difference equation
with constant coefficients, so Qk = UC?+ bpk, where CI,/l are the roots of the
quadratic equation 1 - y + z2y2 = 0. The initial conditions Q0 = Q, = 1 give
a + b = 1, ua + bj? = 1 and the result follows. 1
We have the following expression for the generating function

for all generalized ballot sequences.
THEOREM

2.2.

F,,(z)=&

22
2z2
(I-2z)*+(I-2z)2(Qn-

z

ProoJ: If (a,,..., a,, ,) is a generalized ballot sequence from i to j, with
mal,thenu,=i-loru,=i+l,andu,=j-loru,=j+l.Thus
F,(z) --)2 = z F??‘,(z)- i
(
j=
i
j=l

Flj(z)-l=z

i

( j=l

F,,(z)
1

F,,(Z)-P,,(Z)

+ z F,(z) - i
>

(

j=l

+Z ,c,
>

(

FI(Z)-FII(Z))

Flj(Z)
>
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and

f Fnj(z) - l = z ( f
j=

Eliminate
give

1

j=

Fnj(z)

-

Fnn(Z))

+

Z (

1

c,“= 1 F,&z) and XI=, F,(z)
F,(z)=(l-2z))’

i
j=l

F,,(Z)

-

F.,,(r)).

between these three equations

to

{n-z(l-2,))’

x (2-z{F,,(=)+F,,(z)+F,,,(,-)+F,,(,-)})}.
The result follows by applying

Proposition

2.1. 1

The coefficient of zm in F,(z), denoted by [zm] F,(z), gives the number
of generalized ballot sequences on m steps. This number can be determined
as an explicit but cumbersome triple summation involving a binomial coefficient, but we do not give the details here.
In the next section we evaluate Good’s determinant
D,(x) as a
polynomial in x and derive explicit expressions for its coefficients. F,, is
used in these calculations since, as we shall see, it is a factor of Good’s
determinant.

3. GOOD'S DETERMINANT

As an initial simplification,
note that D,(X) = n-‘x”E,(nx-‘),
where
E,(z) = n II- zAC(. Now E,(z) can be evaluated in terms of the generating
function F,,(z), with the aid of the following result.
PROPOSITION 3.1.

E,(z) = [I- zAl trace(I - =A))’ J.

Proof.

E,(z)=njI-zA+n-‘zAJI
=nlI-zA/
=nlI-zAj(1

II+n-‘z(I-zA)-‘AJI
+n-‘ztrace(I-zA))‘AJ},

since rank (J) = 1. But zA = I - (I - zA) and trace(J) = n, and the result
follows. 1
By interpreting trace(I- zA)-r J in the preceding expression for E,(z)
combinatorially,
we obtain from Section 2 an expression for E,(z) in terms
of the denominator polynomials.
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THEOREM

3.2.
22

E,(z)=

-L--

i l-22

(l-22)2

2z2
Q,+,,_,z)*Q.-1+(~-2z)*.
I

22n+l

ProoJ: By expanding G, = II - zAl by its first row, we see that G, and
Q, satisfy the same recurrence equation, with the same initial conditions,
so II-zA/ = Q,.
From Goulden and Jackson [3, p. 2451,

trace(1 - zA)-’

J=

F,(Z),

since the (i, j)-element of A”’ is the number of generalized ballot sequences
from i to j on m steps. Thus, from Proposition 3.1, E,(z) = Q,(Z) F,(z) and
the result follows from Theorem 2.2. 1
The determinants D, and E, are polynomials of degree n. To calculate
[xk] D,(x) we first observe that this is equal to [x-r] x-@+‘) D,(x), and
then use the following result for the formal residue of a Laurent series. Its
proof is given in Goulden and Jackson [3, p. 151.
3.3. Let h(z) be a Laurent series with a finite number oy
terms with negative exponents, and r(z) be a power series with leading term
of order p > 0. Then
PROPOSITION

p[z-‘1

The main theorem
Theorem 3.2.
THEOREM

h(z) = [a-‘]

follows

h(r(u)) r’(u).

by combining

the previous

3.4.
D,(x)=

f: dkxk
k=O

where

and s = L(n - k)/2], $, = 0 ifs even, +, = 1 ifs odd.
ProoJ: We have
dk = [X”]

n ~‘x”E,(nx~‘)

= nn-k-l[zn-k]

E,(z).

result with
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But [z”-“1 E,(z)= [z-‘1 Z-@- ‘+‘)E,(z).
Now let z=u(l + u*)-‘. Then
cr=(l+u*)-‘,p=u*(l+u2)~1,
so Qi=(1-#2i+*)(1-U2)~~(1+U2)~i
from Proposition2.1(3).
Also 1-22=(1-~)*(1+~~)-‘,dz/d24=(1-~~)
(1 f u~)-~. Thus from Proposition 3.3 with p = 1, [z”-~] E,(z) = [u-l]
U-.(“-k+lyj
+U2)n-k+l
E,(u(l +u2)-‘)(l
-u’)(l
+U2)-2
and
from
Theorem 3.2,
[z-k]

E,(z)=

[zPk](l

+z42)nmkP’

;I’:;);)
(i
2U2( 1 - u2”)
- 2u(l +u2) (1 -zP+q
(1 -u)” I (1 +u2)” +(l-U)4(1+U2)“+1
> +O
= CU“-k](l +u2)-k {n(l -u)-2-2u(l
-u,-‘}
+o

-2 L(n-,x’12’

(;,k)

and the result follows by replacing
j+l.
1

(n-k;2i+

I)

the second summation

index i by

The following corollary is Good’s [2] conjecture.
COROLLARY

3.5. (1) Ifn-k=2m+

1 then d,=n”“2(n-2m-

Zm--n

( , ).
(2)
Proqf:

(2)

Ifn-k=Zm

then dk=n2m-‘(n-2m)~,“=o(2m,~n).

(1) This is immediate from Theorem
In this case, Theorem 3.4 gives

dk=n2mp’(n-2m)

3.4.

{(2m7-1)+2yg2mJ-l)}

=n2”p’(np2m){m~1

(2mpjnp1)+
j=O

f (2m-jne’)}.
j=O

l)cjm=o
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Now in the second summation

and the result follows.
Finally,

set

1

we give a four-term linear recurrence equation for E,(z).

PROPOSITION

3.6. D,(x)=

(x/(x-

2n))H,(x,

n), where {H,(x, A)1i>O}

satisfy the recurrence
iZ 2,

Hi=(x+qH,~,-I(x+I)Hi-2+~3H,-3,
where H-, = O,H,=l,H,=x-2,
Proof:

From Theorem

R,(z, A) = --

I

l-22

and Q-l(z)=O.
equation,

3.1, E,(z) = R,(z, n), where, for n 2 0,

22
(l-22)2

Qn(z)+

Let R(z, A, y)=Cnao

l-22
x c
n20

2z2
(1 _ 2z)2

2zn+ ’

Qn- I(Z) + (l

-2zj23

R,(z, A) y”. Then, from the above

22
(l-22)2+(1

2z2y
-2z)2
2z

Qn(z, Y” + (l-2z)2(1

-zy).

But we immediately
deduce 1, .o Q,(Z) y” = (1 - y + z2y2)- ’ from
Proposition 2.1. If T(x, 1, Y)=C,>~
7’,Jx, A) y” = A-‘R(lx-‘,
1, y), then
from the above expression for R,
1 -A+&
x(1-~Y+~2Y2~--+(x-2212)(1~j.y)
Now I-‘R(;lx-‘,;1,xy)=C,.,I-‘R,(ilx~’,~)x”y”,

2
1

.

so T,(x,n)=D,(x),

from the result at the beginning of Section 2. Thus D,(x) = (x/(x- 2n))
H,(x, n), where T,(x, A) = (x/(x - 2A)) H,(x, A), so from the expression
for T,
2
- 2AY
c H,(x,A.)y”=
l-x-21+x-2J.
?I>0
x(l-xY+i.2Y2)-‘+(x~2~)(l~Iry).

2

A

Multiplying
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this equation by (1 - xy + A.‘y’)( 1 - A.JJ)yields

(l-(x+Q+A(x+A)y2-A3y3)

1 H,(x,A)y”=l-(1+2)y,
?I,0

and the result follows by equating coefficients of y’.
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